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Cybersecurity: Protecting Insurance Consumers in a Digital Age
 The NAIC opposes the Data Security Act and urges Congress to not limit the ability of state regulators to protect
consumers by preempting state authorities.
 Through the NAIC, regulators continue to develop and improve privacy protections and data security safeguards that
focus on both the security and confidentiality of consumers’ sensitive non-public personal and health information.
 State insurance regulators are also closely monitoring the growth of the cyber liability insurance market, gathering
and analyzing financial data, engaging with carriers and reviewing regulatory requirements pursuant to the
marketplace

Background
State regulators, through the NAIC, have taken action to develop and implement safeguards to protect the security of
insurance consumer information. The NAIC’s Standards for Safeguarding Customer Information Model Regulation
establishes standards that insurance entities must meet, and NAIC examiner handbooks include extensive guidance on
examining IT controls at insurance entities. In the event of a breach, companies are expected to inform insurance
regulators in all states with potentially affected policyholders. State regulators then work in conjunction with law
enforcement agencies and the company to ensure customers are promptly notified. Additionally, task force representatives
work alongside our federal colleagues on the FBIIC and the Cybersecurity Forum for Independent and Executive Branch
Regulators to share information and best regulatory practices.
In 2015 the NAIC also adopted twelve Principles for Effective Cybersecurity Insurance Regulatory Guidance, adopted a
Roadmap for Cybersecurity Consumer Protections, updated protocols for IT portions of financial and market conduct
examinations, and added a mandatory annual reporting supplement for insurers writing cybersecurity and identity theft
policies. In addition, the NAIC is currently accepting comments on a proposed Insurance Data Security Model Act that
will establish the exclusive standards for data security and investigation and notification of a breach of data security
applicable to insurance providers.
While the NAIC agrees that critical cybersecurity issues require a coordinated response, we are concerned about
Congressional efforts seeking to impose unnecessarily broad preemption of state laws that will undermine our ability to
protect insurance consumers now and going forward. We oppose HR 2205/S. 961, the Data Security Act, because it
prevents states from enacting consumer protections that go beyond a federally mandated ceiling and requires single-state
nationwide enforcement by an insurer’s domestic regulator. While well intentioned, this bill would undermine existing
consumer protections and inhibit future enhancements.

Key Points
 Cybersecurity is a top priority for state insurance regulators, who understand it as a critical part of enterprise risk
management and a Board of Directors/CEO concern, not just an IT concern.
 State insurance regulators continue to implement and upgrade safeguards to protect the security, confidentiality, and
integrity of customer information through standards, the examination processes, and model laws in this area.
 Congressional activity on cybersecurity should not disregard the existing state regulatory framework and should not
inhibit ongoing efforts in the states to develop laws and regulations in the best interests of consumers.
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